1. Introduction. We treat here such topics as homology local connectedness, regular convergence, and the Vietoris mapping theorem^1). In general, we are interested in those topics of topology which are based on the technique of chain-realizations.
We present an alternative technique, based on one central theorem (Theorem 2.3). One justification for our technique is that it allows the use of compact coefficient groups as well as fields. Moreover, we hope that with further study it will provide a certain amount of unification of the topics treated.
The paper is divided into two parts. The first part consists of § §2, 3, and 4. In §2 we state the basic theorem and some of its corollaries. In § §3 and 4 we give a few applications of our theorem to the topics already noted. In the second part, which is not dependent on the first part, we prove the basic theorem. In § §5 and 6 we develop in detail a Kelley-Pitcher theory of finite closed coverings of compact spaces. This theory was partially developed in the well-known Kelley-Pitcher paper on exact sequences [3, pp. 703-706] . In §7 we use this development to prove the basic theorem. We would be interested in knowing whether or not the basic theorem can be proved by more elementary means.
2. The basic theorems. In this paper, a space will always be a Hausdorff space. Suppose that a = (Al, • • ■ , Ar) is an ordered, finite covering of a space X. In r-space, let A* be the point whose jth coordinate is 8). Then the nerve of a will be the collection of all simplices (A u>, • ■ ■ , A *«) with A *°/^\ • • • 7\^4««^0. If X is compact, H"(X) will denote the tt-dimensional Cech homology group with coefficients in a fixed group ®, which may be either a field or a compact abelian group; H0(X) will denote the reduced 0-dimensional group. For a covering a, Hn(a) denotes the homology group of the nerve of a.
It u = (U1, • ■ • , Ur) is an open covering of X, there is the projection homomorphism iru:H"(X)->Hn(u) which assigns to each element of Hn(X) its M-coordinate. By a closed covering a of a compact space X, we will always mean an ordered, finite covering a = (A1, ■ • ■ , Ar) by closed sets in X such that every point of X is in the interior of some A'. Given such an a, there exists an open covering u = (U1, ■ ■ ■ , Ur) of X such that UiDAi and U^CS • • • C\TJ^9^0
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(l) For bibliographical notes concerning homology local connectedness, see Wilder [6] ; for a bibliography on regular convergence, see White [4] ; for a modern treatment of the Vietoris mapping theorem, see Begle [l] .
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Define a projection homomorphism TTa'• Hn(X)->Hn(a) by ira =iru. It may be checked that ira is independent of u.
If a and fi are finite collections of closed subsets of X, then fi refines a, or fi> a, if and only if given an element B of fi there exists an element A of a with BEA. A projection 7r^" assigns to each B in fi such an A. The induced homomorphism of Hn(fi) into Hn(a) will also be denoted by irpa (or occasionally by just +). If a and fi are closed coverings of X with /3>a, it may be checked that ir0aira=Tra.
If A and 5 are closed subsets of X with A C-B, we denote by T^s:TTn(^4) -»TT"(i3), or occasionally by T, the injection homomorphism which is induced by inclusion. We denote by H"(A; B) the image of Iab-
If a and fi are finite collections of closed subsets of X and n is a non-negative integer, we write fi">a (fi n-refines a) if and only if given an element B of fi there exists an element A of a with BC-4 and iTy(5;^)=0forall/gra.
We write fi"'2>a (fi strongly n-refines a) if and only if fi>a and there exists a projection irSa:fi->a such that Hj(Bi"r\ ■ ■ ■ r\B{"; tcB^Cs ■ ■ ■ r\irBi<)=0 for all Bio, ■■-, B{" in fi and all/gra. The following is the basic theorem of the paper; its proof is deferred to §7.
Suppose that ^4_iD^4oD • • • Z)An is a sequence of closed subsets of a compact space X, and that c*_i<Kno:o<C • • • <5Cna", where ai is a closed covering of A,-. Then t, (i) the kernel of iran'.Hj(An)-*Hj (an) is contained in the kernel of the injection I:Hj(An)-j>Hj(A^x) for all j tin, and
(ii) the image of iran at:Hj(an)->Hj(ai) is contained in the image of the projection icaa:Hj(A0) ->iTy(a0) for all j tin+ 1.
We now study the implications of the theorem in case Ai = X, all i. (2.4) Definition. Let a, fi be closed coverings of the compact space X.
We say that a, fi determine Hn(X) if and only if a<fi and ira:Hn(X)-+Hn(a) maps Hn(X) isomorphically onto the image of the projection ir0a:Hn(fi) ->Hn(a). We say that a, fi partially determine Hn(X) if and only if image xa = image ir$a (this latter is equivalent to the classical notion that fi is a normal refinement [7, p. 140] of a).
(2.5) If a, fi (partially) determine Hn(X) and y>fi, then a, y (partially)
determine Hn(X).
Proof. It is always true that image 7raCimage irya. But image 7rTaCimage irpa = image ira, so image ira = image irya.
(2.6) If fi, y partially determine Hn(X) and if fi>a then a, y partially determine Hn(X).
Proof. We have image irya =irpa (image iryp) =irga (image ir^) = image ira.
The following consequence of (2.3) is used as the basis for the rest of the paper.
(2.7) Theorem.
If X is a compact space and if a_i<K"o;0«" • • • <Cna2n, where a,-is a closed covering of X, then a", a2n determine Hj(X), for all j^n, and partially determine Hn+i(X).
Proof. In (2.3 i), let Af = X. Hence according to (2.3 i) the kernel of iran is contained in the kernel of the identity map of Hj(X), j^n, and hence 7ra" is an isomorphism into for j'^w. In (2.3 ii), set Ai = X and consider the coverings a", ■ • ■ , a2". In (2.3 ii), the image of irai"an'Hi(a2n)->Hj(an)
is contained in the image of ira" for j'^» + l. Since the opposite inclusion always holds, the two images are equal. Hence an, a2n partially determine Hi(X) for j=%n + l. The theorem follows. 3 Proof. Suppose that y is a closed covering which star-refines a. For each xEX, there is an element C of y which contains x in its interior. Hence there is a closed neighborhood Vx of x with Hj(Vx; C)=0 for jt%n. Let fi be a finite collection of the Vx whose interiors cover X. Then fin>y and 7 star-refines a.
By (2.2), j8"»a.
The following is equivalent to a classical theorem [7, p. 180 ] when the coefficient group is a field.
(3.3) Theorem. Suppose that X is a compact lcn space. For each sufficiently small covering a of X, there exists a closed covering fi>a such that a, fi determine Hj(X), allj^n, and partially determine H"+i(X).
Proof. Let a_i be a closed covering of X. By (3.2), there are closed cover- Since each Hj(V; V) is elementary, there is a V with K(V)=Hj(V; V). We note that Ivu maps K(V) onto K(U). For if xEK(U), then xEHj(V; U) and there is a yEHj(V') with Iriu(y) =x. Then Iru(Ivr(y))=x, and Ivv(y)EK(V). Hence the K(V), together with the Iw, constitute an inverse mapping system of elementary groups, and Ivu maps K(V) onto K(U). Hence, given xEK(U), there is a function assigning to each Fan x(V)EK(V) with x(U) =x and Iw(x(V'))=x(V). Hence there (2) An elementary compact group is defined to the direct sum of a finite number of groups, each of which is the reals mod 1 or a finite cyclic group. is a yEHj(\)V)=Hi(A) with lAr(y)=x(V).
In particular, lAu(y)=x-Then Hj(A; U)=C\Hj(V; TJ). But each Hj(V; TJ) is elementary, so that for some V, Hj(A; U)=Hj(V; U). It follows that (b) implies (c).
It is easy to see that (c) implies (a), by taking for A an arbitrary onepoint set.
(3.6) Vietoris mapping theorem. Suppose that f is a continuous map of a compact space X onto a compact space Ysuch that Hj(f~'i(y)) =0 for all j^n and yE Y, where the coefficient group is elementary. Then f*:Hi(X)->Hj(Y) is an isomorphism onto for j^n, and is onto for j = n + l.
Proof. Case I: X is lcn+1. Let /3_i be an arbitrary closed covering of Y. Suppose that 7 is a star-refinement of fi-i; then/_1 (7) is a star-refinement of /-1(/3_i). Suppose yEY. Then y is interior to some element C of 7, and /_1(y) is interior to/-1(C).
Since X is lc" and Hj(f~1(y))=0 for j'gra, there exists by (3.5) a V with f~l(y) CC VEf~l(C) and HS(V; f~l(C)) =0, jt%n.
There exists a closed neighborhood By of y with f~l (Bv) E V. Let fio be a finite subcollection of {By} whose interiors cover Y. Then f~1(fio)n>f~1(y) and f~*(y) star-refines/-H/3_i); by (2.2),/-1(/30)n»/_1(/3-i).
In a similar manner we obtain a sequence fi~i<fi0<
• ■ • <fi2n of closed coverings of Y such that if ai=f~1(fii) then a_i«" • • • <Kna2n. Then by (2.7) an, a2n determine Hj(X), j^n, and partially determine Hn+i(X). Since fin can be made arbitrarily small, for every sufficiently small covering fi of Y there exists a refinement fi' of fi such that the coverings a=f~l(fi), a' =f~l(Jfi') determine H,(X), j^n, and partially determine Hn+i(X).
Consider the diagram Hs(X)
where a, fi, a', fi' are as above. There is commutativity: ir,if* =ira, ir^f* =ira>, etc. Note first that/* is an isomorphism into for j'^w. For ira=irpf* and tt« is an isomorphism into; hence/* is an isomorphism into.
By ( Since a, a' partially determine Hj(X), there is an xEHj(X) with ira(x) = rra(y). Then ttbUx) = ira(y). Hence
for all sufficiently small fi.
Suppose now that yEHj(Y). K-y denotes the set {k-y'.kEK}. For each fi there is a kEK with irB(k) = irB(y), so that k-yELB = (kernel wB) T\(K -y). Now K-y is a translate of K, which is elementary.
The LB are nonempty and decrease with fi. Hence Ob Lb7l0. If zE^a LB, then itB(z) =0 for all fi, so that z = 0. Hence OEK -y and yEK. Hence/* maps Hj(X) onto Hj(Y),jtZn+l.
Case II: X a compact space. We may consider X as embedded in an lcn+1 compact space X' (for example, X' a product of intervals). The map/ generates a decomposition of X whose elements are the sets/-1(y), yEY. Extend this decomposition to a decomposition of X' by admitting as elements the one-point sets of X' -X. This upper semi-continuous decomposition of X' has a decomposition space Y' and a decomposition map F:X'->F\ We may identify Y with F(X) and / with F\ X. We have the diagram
where the downward homomorphisms are induced by F. Now both the F* are isomorphisms onto, since F maps X'-X homeomorphically onto Y' -Y. For /gra, F*2 is an isomorphism onto by Case I, and F*i is onto. By the fivelemma of Eilenberg-Steenrod [2, p. 16], /* is an isomorphism onto. For / = ra + 1, F*2 is onto; by the five-lemma,/* is then onto. The theorem follows. 4. Regular convergence. In this section, we prove some theorems concerning regular convergence.
For the known facts where the coefficient group is a field, see [5] . Proof. Let 7 be a closed covering of X such that 7 star-refines a. For each xEX there is a C in 7 with x in its interior. Hence there is a closed neighborhood Bx of x and a positive integer Nx such that Hi(BxC\Ai\ CC\A^) =0 for j=%n and i^Nx. Let j3 be a finite subcollection of Bx whose interiors cover X. Then fir\Ain>yC\Ai for i sufficiently large. Since 7^; star-refines aP\Ai, then fiC\A inyt>aC\A i for i sufficiently large. Proof. The proof follows easily from (4.2) and (2.7). Suppose that the sequence (Ai) of closed subsets of the compact space X converges to A, and that for each sufficiently small closed covering a of X there exists a closed covering fi of X and a positive integer N such that a(~\Ai, fiC\Ai determine Hn(Ai) for i^N.
Then for each a, there is a fi such that af\A, fif~\A determine Hn(A).
Proof. We consider closed coverings a <fi<y which are in general position relative to A. We use the diagram This is a contradiction. Hence xi is an isomorphism into. Suppose that aC\Ai, fir\A{ determine TTn(^4,), i'St N. We show that image 7ri = image ir" ; we know that image 7TiCimage ir{'. Let yEHn(fif~\A).
There is an XiEHn(Ai) with tri (x) =ir{' (y). For each closed covering 7 of X, 7 in general position relative to A, with y>fi, it" tc" (tc{ (xi)) =tr{ (xi) =7^^" (j). Hence for each such 7 there is a zy (=irz (xi)) in TTn(7P\^4) with tri'iri'(zy) = iri'(y).
Hence there is an x£TT"(^4) whose ( Define Kp,q to be the homology group of this sequence corresponding to indices P, i. where F=(f, g) and F' = (f', g') then the composition F'F:(X, a)^>(Z, y) is defined to be (f'f, g'g).
We define for each (X, a) a group Kv,q(a); a map F:(X, a)-^(Y, fi) will induce a homomorphism Fk:Kp,q(a)^>Kp,q(fi). There will also be homomorphisms
The following theorems constitute the theory for compact pairs, and are proved later in the section. If u, vE TJ(a) and v refines u, let x"" denote a projection of X, into Xu. It may be checked that irvu maps C\Tq into ClT^; this map is denoted by x,"| f\Tq. It follows that (xt", id), id the identity function, maps the simplicial pair (Xv, a,) into (Xu, au). Define Fvu = (irvu, id). Theorem I then follows from (5.5), together with the fact that the groups of au are either compact or finite-dimensional vector spaces.
Theorem II. We have Kp,-x(oc) =HP(X), K^x.q(a) =Hq(a). 
